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Founded in 2017, in the enchanting landscape of
Switzerland, a country renowned for innovation
and luxury, LAS Design creates extraordinary
objects providing an olfactory and aesthetic
experience.
Our goal was to revive an old Cuban tradition
which involved dipping cigars in a glass of your
favorite alcohol.
LAS Design created the world’s first humidor
designed to keep cigars in optimal conditions whilst
also offering the opportunity to mature them using
the liquid of your choice.
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LAS Design humidors are based on the same
concept; a glass unit to house your cigar and a
flask where you pour the liquid of your choice to
mature your cigar.

JUST FLAVOUR IT !

STEP 1

STEP 2

Place the stand in an area
which is not in direct sunlight.

Insert the cigar foot first in the
tube.

STEP 3
Half fill the flask with the
chosen liquid.

STEP 4
Screw the flask and the glass
tube together and leave the
cigar to infuse for at least
7 days.

PAIRING
Water that contains minerals or too much acid can wreak havoc on your
valuable cigars. Using osmosis water or distilled water with LAS Design
humidors will make all the difference and keep your cigar nice and fresh
ready to be enjoyed.

When it comes to alcohols and cigar pairing, it is best to stick to the classics,
such as a fine Cognac, Armagnac, Whisky or Rhum. There is one simple
factor that can determine whether or not a drink will pair well, and that’s the
body. This means a full-bodied cigar, needs a full-bodied spirit that will not
be overpowered by the cigar.
Balance is the key to a good pairing. With coffee or tea, you do not want to
overpower one flavor with another. Therefore, a light roast coffee should
be paired with a milder, sweeter cigar, and a dark roast coffee would match
better with a full-bodied, stronger cigar. Similarly, a lightly perfumed tea
would be more suitable.

OUR COLLECTIONS

ORIGIN

CUSTOM MADE

LIMITED EDITION

The Origin collection draws its
inspiration from the design industry.
Within this collection you will find our
two unconditional models Sense II and
Sense V that will fit any traditional or
contemporary environment.

The custom-made collection allows you
to create your own design by adding your
personal touch to our two unconditional
models Sense II and Sense V.

Limited editions are regularly designed
following the fashion trends of the
moment.

MATERIALS

All of our raw materials are sourced in Europe.
The glass is blown in Germany, known for its
outstanding glass artisans. The wood is from local
Swiss craftsmen and reworked in Geneva, as is
our stainless steel. The rare and precious leather
is sourced in Italy. All of the packaging is designed
in Switzerland. Our products respect Swiss
Standards.

